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Abstra t. We study the approximation

omplexity of

ertain kineti

variants of the Traveling Salesman Problem in the plane where we
sider instan es in whi h ea h point moves with a xed

on-

onstant speed in

a xed dire tion. We prove the following results.
1. If the points all move with the same velo ity, then there is a PTAS
for the Kineti
2. The Kineti

TSP.

TSP

annot be approximated better than by a fa tor of

two by a polynomial time algorithm unless P=NP, even if there are
only two moving points in the instan e.
3. The Kineti TSP annot be approximated better than by a fa tor
√
Ω( n)
of 2
by a polynomial time algorithm unless P=NP, even if the
maximum velo ity is bounded. The

n

denotes the size of the input

instan e.
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Introdu tion

Consider a
to

at in a eld with an ample supply of mi e. The

at's obje tive is

at h all the mi e while exerting the minimum amount of energy. The

therefore wishes to use the shortest possible path to

at

hase the mi e. A major

di ulty is the fa t that the mi e are moving. This problem is an instan e of
the

Kineti Traveling Salesman Problem .
The Traveling Salesman Problem, TSP for short, is probably the best known

intra table problem. It asks for the shortest
a given weighted

lies at the heart of
resear h in

losed tour that visits the nodes in

omplete graph exa tly on e. This de eptively simple problem
ombinatorial optimization and it has spawned a wealth of

omplexity theory and operations resear h; see Lawler et al. [9℄.
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TSP optimization has been shown to be NP-hard, even for restri ted instan es. Spe i ally, if the graph is metri

or even embeddable in the Eu lidean

plane, the problem is NP-hard [7, 12℄.
Even among NP-hard problems, the TSP is
ally di ult problem. It

onsidered to be a

annot be approximated to within

any

omputationonstant fa tor

by a polynomial time algorithm, unless P=NP [14℄. For metri

graphs the sit3
uation is better. Christodes [6℄ presents a polynomial time
2 -approximation
algorithm, but better than a onstant fa tor approximation algorithm is not
possible in polynomial time unless P=NP [3℄.
Arora [1℄ and (independently) Mit hell [11℄, in their seminal papers, showed
that there exist

polynomial time approximation s hemes

for TSP when the graph

is embedded in the Eu lidean plane. Polynomial time approximation s hemes,
PTAS for short, are polynomial time algorithms that, for any
a

(1 + ǫ)-approximation

polynomial in the input size, for any xed
PTAS's for

ǫ > 0,

produ e

to a given problem. The running time of a PTAS is

d-dimensional

ǫ.

Re ently, the running times of

Eu lidean TSP has been signi antly improved [2,

13℄.
In the kineti

traveling salesman problem, we look at TSP for moving points

in the Eu lidean plane. We

onsider instan es in whi h ea h point moves with a

xed velo ity. This is a natural and both theoreti ally and pra ti ally important
generalization of TSP (e.g. several s heduling problems
variants of kineti

Previous Work

an be redu ed to solving

TSP).

This resear h topi

evolved out of a problem posed by Morde ai

Golin in the early 1990s. Golins suggestion was the TSP for moving points on the
2
line and it was solved using a O(n ) time dynami programming algorithm in
1998 by Helvig, Robins and Zelikovsky [8℄. They also gave a

2 + ǫ-approximation

algorithm for the Kineti TSP if the number of points with non-zero speed is
O( logloglogn n ), and they also onsidered dierent versions of the k -delivery problem.
Previously, in 1996, Chalasani et al. gave a onstant fa tor approximation algorithm for the Kineti

TSP when all points have the same velo ity. Their resear h

into this area was justied by its appli ation in the framework of item
tion on

onveyor belts. They also

onsidered dierent versions of the

olle -

k -delivery

problem but a major disadvantage of all their solutions is that their algorithms
operate in the

L1 -metri

, whi h implies that they

of Arora et al. that surfa ed into the resear h

annot benet from the PTAS

ommunity one year after these

results were published.
The Kineti

TSP has also been addressed by resear hers in the operations

resear h eld using linear programming relaxations [10℄, although their main
approa h is to dis retizise the problem, resulting in a Time Dependent TSP
rather than a TSP for moving points.
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Results

We prove the following results.

1. If the points all move with the same speed and in the same dire tion then
there is a PTAS for the Kineti

TSP. This improves the result of Cha-

lasani et al. [4, 5℄. In fa t it also generalizes their result, sin e they only
onsider moving points with positive initial

oordinates and they assume

that the starting point is at the origin.
2. The Kineti

TSP

annot be approximated to within a fa tor of two in poly-

nomial time unless P=NP, even if there are only two moving points in the
instan e. This proves that Helvig et al.'s algorithm is in fa t asymptoti ally
optimal, disregarding the small
3. The Kineti

TSP

ε

fa tor, and that P might be NP.

annot be approximated to within a fa tor of

2Ω(

√
n)

in

polynomial time unless P=NP, even if the maximum speed is bounded. The

n

denotes the size of the input instan e.

The last result in parti ular is surprising in the light of existing polynomial time
approximation s hemes [1, 2, 11℄ for the stati

version of the problem.

In the next se tion, we state denitions and give preliminary results
ing Kineti

on ern-

TSP. Spe i ally, we give an overview of the original redu tion of

Garey et al. [7℄ proving the NP-hardness of the Eu lidean TSP, sin e it plays
an important role in our later redu tions. In Se tion 3, we prove the existen e
of a PTAS for the

ase when all points move with the same speed in the same

dire tion. In Se tions 4 and 5, we prove the stated inapproximability results and
we

on lude the presentation with a dis ussion of open problems.
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Preliminaries and Notation

In the

Eu lidean Traveling Salesman Problem

{s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }

we are given a set of points

in the Eu lidean plane. The obje tive is to

tour that visits all points (the optimal TSP tour). The

path that visits all points of

S,

starting at

s1

S=

ompute the shortest

orresponding shortest

and ending at

sn

is

alled the

optimal TSP path.
As in Chalasani et al. [5℄ we distinguish between

points. A spa

e-point is a point in a

spa e-points

is a point-obje t in spa e, the Eu lidean plane in our
a given velo ity. The

s
v≥0

oordinates of a moving point

s(t) = (x + tv cos α, y + tv sin α), where
dire tion. If v = 0 we say that the point is stati

fun tion

α is its

is des ribed by a spe ial point that
The initial position

s0

P (t)

1.

moving

ase, that travels with
an be des ribed by the
is the point's speed and

. The

traveling salesman

an move with variable speed and dire tion.

of the salesman is assumed to be

speed is assumed to be

and

oordinate system, whereas a moving point

(0, 0)

and its maximal

The path taken by the salesman is denoted

is the position of the salesman at time

t.

If

P (t) = s(t)

P

and

then we say that

4

the salesman

S

visits s

at time

t. P

is

alled a

salesman path

of

S

if all points in

have been visited by the salesman. If the salesman also returns to its initial

position, then we
We

all the resulting tour a

an now dene the kineti

salesman tour.

traveling salesman problem for moving points

in the plane.

Denition 1. A set of moving points

S(t) = {s1 (t), s2 (t), . . . , sn (t)} in the
plane with the Eu lidean metri is given. A point si (t) in S(t) moves with the
speed vi < 1. Consider a traveling salesman as dened above. The obje tive of

the Kineti Traveling Salesman Problem (KTSP) is to ompute a salesman tour,
starting and ending at the initial point s0 = (0, 0), that minimizes the traveling
time of the salesman. The Translational Traveling Salesman Problem (TTSP)
is a restri ted version of KTSP, where all points of S have the same speed and
dire tion.
A

onvenient way to

hara terize kineti

TSP instan es is as

omplete di-

re ted graphs with time dependent edge weights. The weight of an edge is dened to be equal to the time a salesman need to traverse the edge starting at
time

t.

The following lemma provides an important fa t
salesman. It is a dire t

on erning the speed of the

onsequen e of the fa t that the salesman

an travel

faster than any other moving point. Note that the salesman needs to be faster
than the points that are being visited sin e otherwise some mi e may never be
aught.

Lemma 1. An optimal salesman moves with maximal speed.
From now on we assume that the salesman travels with maximal speed and sin e
the maximal speed is 1, the distan e traveled equals the traveling time.
Generally, we use

OP T

to denote a shortest tour or path, unless more spe i

notation is needed. Given a tour or a path
denote the length of

P

in the Eu lidean plane, we let

P.

C(P )

2.1 X3C Redu tion of Garey et al.
Garey et al. [7℄ prove that the Eu lidean traveling salesman problem is NP-hard
by a redu tion from the problem
Given a family

3k

exa t over by 3-sets, X3C:

F = {F1 , F2 , . . . , Fr }

of

3-element

subsets of a set

U

of

elements (represented by the integers 1, . . . , 3k ), does there exist a
S
′
subfamily F ⊆ F of pairwise disjoint sets su h that
F ∈F ′ F = U ?

We say that if there exists su h a subfamily for
say that

F 6∈ X3C .

F

then

F ∈ X3C ,

otherwise we
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(K)
(−14, 4) (−12, 4)

(−1, 4) (1, 4)
(1, 2)

(−1, 2)

(−12, 1)

(−2, 1)
(−2, −1)
(−14, −1)

(12, 4)

(14, 4)

(12, 1)

(2, 1)
(2, −1)
(14, −1)

(1, −2)

(−1, −2)

(−1, −4) (1, −4)

(kr)

J
(−9, 45)
(−36, 9)

(9, 45)
(36, 9)
(36, −9)

(−36, −9)

(9, −45)

(−9, −45)

Fig. 1. TSP jun tions.

We will des ribe the instan e used in the redu tion performed by Garey et al.
This se tion follows the des ription of Garey et al.
tion. For a

losely, using identi al nota-

omplete presentation of the redu tion we refer to the paper [7℄.

F of 3-elements, the obje tive is to
∗
onstru t a set of points S and a bound L su h that an optimal TSP tour in
S has length at most L∗ if and only if F has an exa t over. S is onstru ted
Given an instan e of X3C, i.e. a family

from

F

in stages, starting with two basi

stru tures:

Let us start with the jun tions. For ea h set
in

S,

that is, a gadget designed to represent

jun tions

and

F ∈ F we onstru t
F in the TSP instan

rossovers.

one jun tion
e. Fig. 1 de-

s ribes the geometry of a jun tion in detail. Note that throughout the redu tion,
a line segment represents the set of points with integer
For simpli ity, we assume that the jun tion gadget is

oordinates it

ontains.

entered around the origin

a tive region.

(0, 0).

The region within the dotted

point

oordinates of the line segments in the jun tion's a tive region are depen-

dent on the number of sets in

r = |F | and 3k = |U |;
end point

F

ir le is

alled the

The end

as well as the number of possible elements, sin e

see the a tive region in Fig. 1. Moreover, the line segment

oordinates outside the a tive region are dependent on the value

K,
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(−1, 4)

(1, 4)

(K)

(kr)

(−4, 1)

(1, 2)

(−1, 2)

(4, 1)

(2, 1)

(−2, 1)

(−36, c)

(36, c)

(−36, 15)

(36, 15)
(0, 0)

(2, −1)
(−4, −1)

(−2, −1)

(−36, −15)

(4, −1)
(1, −2)

(−1, −2)

(−36, −96)

(36, −15)
(36, −96)

(1, −4)

(−1, −4)

STANDARD

WARPED

c = 96 − 1/kr

c = 96

Fig. 2. TSP

rossovers.

whi h is dened as

K = 108kr2 + 1008k 2r2 + 108k 2r,
see Fig. 1.
The se ond stru ture of the redu tion is the
of

rossover. There are two types

rossovers: the standard type and the warped type. The

rossover stru ture is

used to represent the elements of a set in the family. Fig. 2 des ribes the standard
and the warped

rossover in detail. Note that the origin itself is in luded in this

gadget. The dieren e between the standard and the warped
the

rossover lies in

oordinates of the topmost line segments' lower end points.
The

rossovers are assembled into verti al sequen es

see Fig. 3. The two topmost end points of ea h
lowest points in the
other

alled

rossover

rossover above it. The topmost

rossover sta ks;

oin ide with the two

rossover is warped and the

rossovers in the sequen e are of the standard type.

Ea h set
stru ture

Fi = {ai , bi , ci }

in the family

F

will be represented in

onsisting of one jun tion and three

S

by a set

rossover sta ks of height

ai , b i

7

J

Set stru ture for

F = {2, 4, 5}.

Crossover sta k of height

Fig. 3. Compound gadgets of the

and

ci

respe tively. These are joined by

onstru tion

5.

S.

onne ting the three topmost pairs of

points in the jun tion to the lowest pair of points in the

rossover sta ks. In

this way a tube system is built for ea h set stru ture. These tube systems are
onne ted into a huge system as Fig. 6 suggests. The gure des ribes the nal
TSP

onstru tion

Let

T0

S

for the family

F = {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 4, 5}, {1, 2, 6}}.

denote the set of unit length edges between pairs of points in

tube system

onsists of edges from

T0 , and at tube

interse tion points

S.

The

rossovers

and jun tions are lo ated. The following lemma serves to justify our attention
to the tube segments.

Lemma 2. An optimal TSP tour OP T in S ontains all edges of T0 .
To

omplete a Hamiltonian

y le in this graph, following the line segments

of the tubes, some of these tubes must be

onne ted to ea h other. These

on-

ne tions are realized in the a tive regions of the gadgets. For jun tions there are
two types of
For

onne tions: either they are

onne ted or they are not; see Fig. 4.

rossovers (standard and warped), there are three possible

onne tion, the upward

onne tion and the downward

Note that the non- onne tion alternative is the
tour needs to minimize the number of other

onne tions: no

onne tion; see Fig. 5.

heapest one so an optimal TSP

onne tions. We say that a gadget

is a tive if it performs a onne tion.
∗
2
2
Let L = |T0 | + 72kr + 312krq + 108k r − 6k , where q < 3kr is the number
∗
of rossovers in S . L is going to be the lower bound of a TSP tour in S if no
exa t

over exists. We state the lemma as follows:
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a) NO CONNECTION
Length:

b) CONNECTION

72kr

Fig. 4. Possible

Length:

180kr

onne tions in a tive regions of jun tions.

a) NO

b) DOWNWARD

) UPWARD

CONNECTION

CONNECTION

CONNECTION

Length:

252kr

Fig. 5. Possible

Length:

312kr

Length:

onne tions in a tive regions of

312kr(−2

if WARPED)

rossovers.

9

J

J

Fig. 6. Final

S

when

J

F = {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 4, 5}, {1, 2, 6}}.

Lemma 3. There is an optimal TSP tour OP T of length less or equal to L∗ if
and only if there is an exa t over of the family F .

Garey et al. prove this theorem by showing that only
ing to an exa t

over

that only the jun tions

onne tions orrespondL∗ . This means

an give a tour of length less or equal to

orresponding to the sets involved in the exa t

a tive, and in the same way, only the
senting the elements in the exa t

rossovers in the

over are

rossover sta ks repre-

over are a tive. For the proof of this theorem

we refer to Garey et al. [7℄.
We end this se tion with a lemma that appeared as the nal remark of Garey
et al. in their paper. This lemma is

ru ial for our redu tions in later se tions.

Lemma 4. Let

OP T denote the minimum length ir uit of S , i.e. an optimal
TSP tour. Then OP T has integral length.
This follows from Lemma 2 and the way in whi h the a tive regions of the
gadgets were

onstru ted. Out of this fa t next lemma follows dire tly.

Lemma 5. There is no polynomial time approximation algorithm for TSP produ ing a tour AP X su h that C(AP X) < C(OP T ) + 1 unless P = N P .
The lemma holds also for the optimal TSP path problem, sin e the redu tion
of Garey et al. also works for that problem. In this

ase, the redu tion from X3C

results in instan es where we have opened the bottom tube. Observe that the
length of the optimal TSP path for instan es thus
length of the

orresponding optimal TSP tour in

S.

onstru ted is equal to the
Instan es produ ed by the
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X3C redu tion will from now on be

alled

GGJ-instan es. We refer to the original

instan es as type a whereas type b instan es are those with an opened bottom
tube.

3

A PTAS for TTSP

To nd a PTAS for the Translational TSP we are going to nd a bije tive
mapping between this problem and the stati

Eu lidean TSP. Let us start this

se tion by analyzing the translational TSP. At this point we are interested in
nding the optimal translational TSP path. A set
moving points is given together with a starting point
in the same dire tion α and with the same speed
π
that α =
2 . Thus a point si (t) is dened as

cij

We

an assume, w. l. o. g.,

π
π
, y + tv sin ) = (x, y + tv).
2
2

si (t) = (x + tv cos
The traveling distan e

v.

S(t) = {s1 (t), . . . , sn (t)} of
s0 = (0, 0). All points move

between two points

needed by a salesman, moving with speed

v
cij =
(yj − yi ) +
1 − v2

s

1,

si (t)

and

to travel from

si

sj (t) is the
sj , i.e.

(xj − xi )2
(yj − yi )2
+
2
1−v
(1 − v 2 )2

Note that the traveling distan e is independent of time and that the

cij

time

to

ost fun tion

is asymmetri . Consider the fun tion

cij + cji
d(si , sj ) =
=
2
and the bije tive mapping

fv (s)

s

(xj − xi )2
(yj − yi )2
+
2
1−v
(1 − v 2 )2

from a moving point

s = (x, y)

to a stati

point

in the Eu lidean plane:

fv (s) =
Let

P = (si1 , . . . , sin )
C(P ) =

n−1
X
k=1



y
x
√
,
2
1 − v 1 − v2



be a path in the translational instan e, then

n−1

cik ,ik+1 =

v(yin − yi1 ) X
+
d(sik , sik+1 ).
1 − v2
k=1

With this it is easy to prove the following result.

Lemma 6. Let ST be an instan e of the translational TSP with spe ied starting and endpoint, and let SE be the orresponding Eu lidean instan e after the
transformation using fv . A salesman path in ST is optimal if and only if the
orresponding Eu lidean Hamiltonian path in SE is optimal.
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Proof.

P = (si1 , . . . , sin ) denote a salesman path in ST and let P ′ denote the
Pn−1
′
orresponding Hamiltonian path in SE . Observe that C(P ) =
j=1 d(sij , sij+1 ).
Let

v(yin −yi1 )
. Note that the last term is xed sin e both
1−v 2
the starting point and the endpoint were given. It follows that P is optimal if
′
and only if P is optimal.
⊓
⊔

Therefore,

C(P ) = C(P ′ ) +

Consider an arbitrary instan e of the translational TSP with spe ied starting point

s0

and ending point

sn . We

an transform this instan e into an instan e

fv . Given this new instan e,
C(AP XE ) ≤ (1 + ǫ)C(OP TE ),
using a modied PTAS for the Eu lidean TSP [1, 2, 11℄. Here OP TE denotes
an optimal TSP path in the Eu lidean instan e. Let AP XT and OP TT denote
the orresponding paths in the translational instan e. Observe that OP TT is an
of the Eu lidean TSP using the bije tive mapping
we

ompute a Hamiltonian path

AP XE

su h that

optimal salesman path by Lemma 6. We have

v(yn − y1 )
+ C(AP XE )
1 − v2
v(yn − y1 )
≤
+ (1 + ǫ)C(OP TE )
1 − v2
= C(OP TT ) + ǫC(OP TE )
ǫ
≤ (1 +
)C(OP TT ).
1−v

C(AP XT ) =

OP TT is at least as
−y1 |
C(OP TT ) ≥ |yn1+v
. Hen e,

The last inequality holds sin e
between

s1

and

sn ,

i.e.

long as the shortest path

v(yn − y1 )
v|yn − y1 |
≤ C(OP TT ) +
1 − v2
(1 − v)(1 + v)
C(OP TT )
vC(OP TT )
=
.
≤ C(OP TT ) +
1−v
1−v

C(OP TE ) = C(OP TT ) −

ǫ
1−v )-approximation of the optimal path. Thus,
we have a PTAS for the translational TSP path problem. Note that the approx-

It follows that

AP XT

is a

(1 +

imation fa tor does depend on the maximal speed. Thus, if we want to

ompute

a

onstant fa tor approximation for an instan e in whi h the points are moving
1
with the speed 1 −
n then our algorithm might need exponential time.
With this approximation s heme we an now give a PTAS for the translational TSP. We use the same approa h as Chalasani et al. [4, 5℄. The dif ulty of the translational TSP is that the initial point
whi h

s0 ,

is not moving,

reates an asymmetry that we must be able to handle. Assume that

OP T = (s0 , s1 (t), . . . , sn (t), s0 )

is an optimal salesman tour. It follows easily

that the optimal salesman path starting from

s0

and ending at

sn (t)

is a part

of that tour. For ea h possible su h ending point si (t), i ≥ 1, we ompute a
ǫ
(1 + 2(1−v)
)-approximate salesman path. This gives us n paths that an easily
be turned into salesman tours. The algorithm returns the shortest of these tours.
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Theorem 1. The algorithm des ribed above is a PTAS for the translational

TSP.

Proof.

Let

OP TH

denote the length of the optimal salesman path, starting

s0 and ending at si (t). The length of the optimal salesman tour OP T
C(OP T ) = OP TH + l, assuming si is the last moving point visited by the tour
OP T and l is the length of the last segment in the tour (between the points si (t)
and s0 ). There is a tour AP X among the tours our algorithm omputes, that
also has si (t) as the last unvisited point. The length of AP X is
from
is

C(AP X) = (1 +

ǫ
)OP TH + l′ ,
2(1 − v)

l′ is the length between si (t) and s0 . A salesman that travels along AP X
ǫ
visits si (t) at time t = (1 +
2(1−v) )OP TH , whereas the optimal salesman visits
ǫ
si (t) at time t = OP TH . The time dieren e is 2(1−v)
OP TH and in that time
vǫ
. The triangle inequality assures us
period, si (t) moves the length
OP
T
H
2(1−v)
vǫ
′
that l does not ex eed l +
2(1−v) OP TH . The ost of our approximate tour is
where

thus

ǫ
vǫ
)OP TH + l +
OP TH
2(1 − v)
2(1 − v)
(1 + v)ǫ
)OP TH + l
= (1 +
2(1 − v)
ǫ
< (1 +
)OP TH + l.
1−v

C(AP X) ≤ (1 +

The last inequality holds sin e the speed does not ex eed
the

osts of

AP X

and

OP T

1.

The ratio between

be omes

ǫ
)OP TH + l
(1 + 1−v
C(AP X)
ǫ
<
≤ (1 +
).
C(OP T )
OP TH + l
1−v
The proof is

ompleted, sin e the

ex eed that of

ost of the returned salesman tour does not

AP X .

⊓
⊔

Observe that our te hnique diers from that of Chalasani et al. [5℄ only in the
bije tive mapping

fv

with whi h the transformation was performed. Thanks to

this mapping we were able to generalize their result. If the speeds are bounded
by a

4

onstant

c<1

then the algorithm is a true PTAS.

Two Redu tions for KTSP

The kineti

traveling salesman problem is in general not as easily approxi-

mated as the translational TSP. Helvig, Robins and Zelikovsky [8℄ give a

2+
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ǫ-approximation algorithm for kineti TSP-instan es with n points of
O( logloglogn n ) are moving. The simple onstru tion des ribed in Figure 7
that their algorithm is

whi h
shows

lose to optimal. Note that all GGJ-instan es used in this

se tion are stationary.

GGJinstan e

l

p1
Optimal tour

D
O

p2
Fig. 7. Kineti

The gure

TSP-instan e with two moving points.

ontains a GGJ-instan e of type a, at distan e

and two moving points

p1

and

p2 ,

both with speed

salesman starts at the origin at time

t = 0. The

D

from the origin

v < 1. We assume that the
p1 moves horizontally and

point

lies at the same altitude as the bottom line of the GGJ-instan e and interse ts
the line l at time D . Point p2 moves parallel to p1 and rea hes the origin at time
2D + L∗ . Re all that a GGJ-instan e is onstru ted so that if F ∈ X3C , then
∗
an optimal salesman tour is at most L long. Otherwise the length is at least
L∗ + 1.
Be ause of the large speed of the moving points, it follows that the rst point
to be visited is

p1 .

Furthermore, the point

p2

must be visited before it rea hes

the origin. Otherwise, the tour has unbounded length.
If

F ∈ X3C ,

then an optimal salesman

an

at h

p1

and

ontinue along the

GGJ-instan e's optimal salesman tour. After all points in the GGJ-instan e have
been visited, the salesman still has time to
If

F 6∈ X3C ,

at h

p2

before it rea hes the origin.

then an optimal salesman does not have time to

points in the GGJ-instan e before he has to turn ba k and
that he must traverse the distan e

D

at h

at h all the

p2 . This

Theorem 2. It is NP-Hard to get an approximation ratio less than

kineti TSP, even if there are only two moving points in the instan e.
In Theorem 2 we need the speed

moving points we
of

2

means

at least four times. From this we get:

v

to be arbitrarily

an restri t the speed to

v = 1/2

lose to

1.

2 for the

With more

and still get a lower bound

on the approximation ratio.

Theorem 3. It is NP-Hard to get an approximation ratio less than

2 for the
kineti TSP, even if the speed of the moving points is restri ted to v = 1/2.
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Proof.

To prove the theorem we use two pairs of sets with

k = m

points in

ea h set evenly distributed on a line, and a GGJ-instan e of type b with
stati

points. Ea h pair

m

ontains one set with stati

points and one with moving
2
points. The stati points lie on a verti al line of length D = m , whereas the
√
5
moving points lie on a line with the same height but with the length 2 D . The
slope of the se ond line is

−2

in pair

1

and

2

in pair

2.

The moving points

perform a horizontal motion from left to right with the speed
Given these building blo ks, we

v = 1/2.

onstru t an instan e of the Kineti

as des ribed in Figure 8. The salesman begins at the origin at time

TSP

t = 0.

At

the same time, the lowest moving point of pair 1 interse ts the origin and at
∗
time D + L , the topmost moving point in pair 2 ollides with the orresponding
stati

point in that pair. The pairs are

1)

move (with speed

of points from the two sets at their
visits the rst two

onstru ted so that the salesman

along the verti al line of the stati

an

points, visiting pairs

ollision point if and only if the salesman

olliding points at the time of impa t. It thus takes time

to visit all points in a pair, assuming the

D

onditions above, sin e the length of

D.

the verti al line is

GGJinstan e

D
Pair

O
1

Pair

2

W

Fig. 8. KTSP-instan e with moving points of speed

If there exists an exa t

1/2.

over for the X3C-instan e, then an optimal salesman

has time to visit all points in both pair

1

and the GGJ-instan e before the rst

2 ollide. The time that an optimal salesman needs in order
∗
to visit all points in the whole instan e is thus at most 2D + L + W , where
∗
W ≤ L is the length of the bottom line segment of the GGJ-instan e.

two points in pair

If there is no exa t over for the X3C-instan e, then an optimal salesman does
not have enough time to visit all points in the GGJ-instan e before the rst two
points in pair

2

ollide. Thus, he is left with two options. Either he visits all

points in the GGJ-instan e before visiting the points of pair

2

or he saves some

points in the GGJ-instan e in order to fet h the other points optimally.
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If the salesman

hooses to save some points in the stati

instan e, then he

must go ba k again after visiting the moving points. The total traveling time is
4D + L∗ .

thus at least

If he de ides to visit all points in the stati
misses the rst

ollision in pair

GGJ-instan e at on e, then he

2 by at least one time unit. The salesman ends up

hasing ea h point separately. If he visits the points set-wise, he ends up

lose to

the GGJ-instan e and at least a distan e D from the origin. Su h an approa h
∗
takes thus at least time 4D + L . To avoid this he might zig-zag between the

2. For ea h pair of points that the salesman visits, the gain is at
3D/k . But sin e the points in the se ond set move with speed v = 1/2, the

two sets in pair
most

ost of moving between the two sets ba k and forth doubles ea h time. The ost
∗
z−1
, where z is the number of zigof this approa h is thus 4D + L − 3Dz/k + 2
∗
zag movements. Minimizing this expression, using the knowledge that L ≥ m,
2
2
D = m and k = m, proves that the length of the tour is at least 4m −cm log m,
for some

onstant

c.

1, length equals time. The length of an
2
optimal salesman tour is therefore at least 4m − cm log m if F 6∈ X3C and at
2
∗
most 2(m + L ) if F ∈ X3C . The limit of the ratio gives a lower bound on the
Sin e the salesman moves with speed

approximation ratio and

on ludes the proof of Theorem 3:

4m2 − cm log m
= 2.
m→∞
2(m2 + L∗ )
lim

⊓
⊔

5

An Exponential Lower Bound for the general KTSP

In this se tion, we present a gap produ ing redu tion from X3C to the kineti

TSP. The instan e used in the redu tion is a uniformly expanding KTSP-

instan e. A uniformly expanding instan e

si (t) = (vi t cos α, vi t sin α).

ontains moving points of the form

This implies that at time

t=0

all points are lo ated

at the origin, and that the relative distan es within the instan e do not
over time. We assume that the salesman begins his pursuit at time
he starts at time

t = 0,

hange

t0 > 0

(if

he visits all points at on e without moving). Observe

that the length of a salesman tour

P

in a uniformly expanding TSP-instan e is

dire tion independent. That is, if we reverse the order in whi h the points are
visited, the length of the new tour is equal to the length of

P.

As gadgets in the

KTSP-instan e we use a spe ial kind of GGJ-instan es suitable for translation.
We therefore begin with a des ription of these, and

ontinue with a detailed

des ription of the KTSP-instan e.
Consider a stati

type b GGJ-instan e. From this instan e we want to

a translational instan e with speed

v

reate

whose optimal tour has the same length
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as the stati

fv

instan e. This is a hieved by applying the inverse of the fun tion

des ribed in Se tion 3 to all points in the stati

instan es

instan e. Let us

translational inverse GGJ-instan es. Given su

all su h

h an instan e we

reate

a uniformly expanding GGJ-instan e in whi h the relative distan es mat h the
relative distan es in the translational instan e. We

GGJ-instan es, or simply GGJ-instan

all these

small expanding

es.

vi

2π/k

Fig. 9. One

The KTSP-instan e

r1 , r2 , . . . , rl ,

2π
km2

ir le of the inapproximable KTSP-instan e.

onsists of

l

on entri

entered around the origin. Ea h

ir les

ir le

C1 , . . . , Cl , with radii
k = ⌈m2 l⌉ identi-

onsists of

al small expanding GGJ-instan es. The GGJ-instan es are pla ed on the

ir les

as shown in Figure 9.
Ea h GGJ-instan e

ontains

m

total number of points in the instan e, denoted

rightmost point of a GGJ-instan e is pla ed on the
the GGJ-instan e follows the
expanding with a speed

vi ,

l = ma ,

for some a > 1. The
n, is therefore mkl = m2a+3 . The

points. We let

ir le and the bottom line of

ir le's tangent line at that point. Ea h

vi , dire ted away from the enter and the radius of Ci is
1
m2
v1 = 2e
and vi = (1 +
k )vi−1 . This implies that the largest

has a speed
We let
speed,

vl ,

Ci is
Ci
ri = vi t.
ir le

i.e. the rightmost point of ea h GGJ-instan e on

ir le's

is bounded by

vl = (1 +
Note also that

m2 l
1
1
) v1 = (1 + )l v1 < ev1 = .
k
l
2

r1 ≤ r2 ≤ . . . ≤ rl . Observe that the GGJ-instan es are uniformly
si and sj is d(si , sj ) = dij t,

expanding, i.e. the distan e between two points
where

dij

is

onstant. The expansion rate is su h that the distan e between the
2π
leftmost and the rightmost point of a GGJ-instan e is less than tvi tan 2 . We
m k
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vi

vi

ui
Fig. 10. A small expanding GGJ-instan e.

let

ui = vi tan m2π2 k

dene the expansion rate; see Figure 10. This implies that

the angle between the leftmost point L, the origin, and the rightmost point R in
2π
a GGJ-instan e is ∠LOR =
m2 k and the angle between two onse utive GGJ2π
instan es is k ; see Fig. 9. The fastest point of a GGJ-instan e is the leftmost
point and this point has the speed

r

vi2 + (vi tan

2π 2
2π
) ≤ vi (1 + 2 ).
m2 k
m k

2π
m2 k ), and
this implies that the maximal speed is bounded. From now on we simply denote

Thus, no point belonging to

our newly

ir le

onstru ted instan e the

We will show that the

Ci

has a speed ex eeding

vi (1 +

KTSP-instan e.

onstru tion above guarantees that an optimal sales-

man visits the GGJ-instan es

ir lewise, one at a time. Furthermore, the time it

takes to go from any moving point

si

to any other moving point

sj

in the KTSP-

instan e depends linearly on the starting time. Assuming that a salesman starts
from
to be

si

at time

t

it would take him time

κij t

to go to

onstant sin e it does not depend on t. As a

multipli ative in the edge weight

onstants

κij .

sj ,

where we

onsider

κij

onsequen e, traveling time is

Thus, if the salesman begins his

and nishes the rst GGJ-instan e at time Kt0 , then it will
kl
take him at least time CK t0 to visit all points in the KTSP-instan e, where C
pursuit at time

denotes a

t0

onstant and

K

is independent of t. Note that a non-optimal salesman

must do worse on ea h GGJ-instan e and sin e the error is also multipli ative,
the inapproximability ratio is going to be ome large. The rest of the presentation
is devoted to proving the following theorem.

Theorem 4. For any γ > 0, there exists no polynomial-time algorithm that
1/2−γ
)
for the kineti traveling salesman
a hieves an approximation ratio of 2Ω(n
problem, unless P=NP.
Consider a salesman moving between the points in the KTSP-instan e. Let

P

be the path taken by the salesman. We dene

CP (t)

to be the length of this

path (whi h is synonymous with the time it takes for the salesman to traverse
path

P ).

We let

TP (t)

denote the time when the salesman arrives at the end of
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the path

P,

given the starting time

t,

i.e.,

indu tion yields that

TP (t) = t

Y

TP (t) = t + CP (t).

A simple proof of

(1 + κij ) = tKP

[si ,sj ]∈P

and therefore,

CP (t) = t
where

tκij

Y

[si ,sj ]∈P

(1 + κij ) − t,

is the time it takes for the salesman to travel between

starting from

si

at time

t.

si

and

sj ,

Let us examine a small expanding GGJ-instan e

produ ed by an X3C-instan e. We assume that the instan e is lo ated somewhere
on

ir le

Ci .

The optimal salesman path for the GGJ-instan e starting at the

rightmost point and ending at the leftmost point is denoted opt if F ∈ X3C
′
and opt if F 6∈ X3C . We would like to nd an upper bound on opt and a lower
′
bound on opt . To do this, we need some denitions. Consider a translational
inverse GGJ-instan e of a satisfying X3C instan e with the same size as the small
expanding GGJ-instan e at time

t.

Let all points in the translational instan e

move with the same velo ity as the rightmost point in the expanding GGJinstan e at time

t.

We dene

D(t)

as the length of the optimal path, starting at
D′ (t) denote the length

the rightmost point and ending at the leftmost point. Let
of the optimal path in a similar instan e
no exa t

onstru ted from an X3C-instan e with

over. Clearly,

D(t) ≤ Copt (t) ≤ D(t + Copt (t)),

and

(1)

′

′

D (t) ≤ Copt′ (t) ≤ D (t + Copt′ (t))
Furthermore, let

f (t)

denote the distan e between the two

(2)
losest points

in the expanding instan e at time t and let ti be the point in time su h that
f (ti ) = 1 − vi2 . Note that ti is the time when the expanding GGJ-instan es rea h
the size of the original GGJ-instan es. That is, if we apply the fun tion

fv

on

an expanding instan e at time ti , then the stati instan e that results will have
∗
the same size as the original GGJ-instan es of Se tion 2. Thus, D(ti ) ≤ L and
′
∗
D (ti ) ≥ L + 1. Observe also that ti depends on the ir le where the instan e
′
is lo ated. D(t), D (t) and f (t) are linear mappings, whi h implies that

D′ (t)
f (t)
t
D(t)
= ′
=
= .
D(t̃)
D (t̃)
f (t̃)
t̃

Lemma 7. The following bounds hold:
c1 km2 ≤ ti ≤ c2 km3 (for some onstants c1 and c2 ),
′

D (t) > D(t) + f (t)

(3)
(4)
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D(ti )
t,
ti − D(ti )
D(ti ) + 1 − vi2
Copt′ (t) ≥
t.
ti
Copt (t) ≤

Proof.

(5)

(6)

vf

(3) Let

denote the expansion rate of the distan e between the two
2
losest points in the instan e. Then f (t) = vf t and by denition, 1 − vi =

f (ti ) = vf ti . The length of the bottom line is between 1 and m at time
ti . Furthermore, the expansion rate of the bottom line is ui . Given this we
bound vf to:
ui
ui ≥ vf ≥ .
m
Now,

ti =

1−vi2
vf , so

m(1 − vi2 )
1 − vi2
≤ ti ≤
.
ui
ui
Re all that

ui = vi tan m2π2 k

and so by Taylor expansion, we get that

2π + 31
2π
2π
≥ tan 2 ≥ 2 .
m2 k
m k
m k
Using this we

an bound

ti

as follows:

m3 k(1 − vi2 )
m2 k(1 − vi2 )
≤
t
≤
.
i
2πvi
(2π + 31 )vi
Inserting the bounds of
stants

c1

and

vi

yields that

c2 .

c1 km2 ≤ ti ≤ c2 km3 ,

for some

on-

(4) It follows from the linearity of the fun tions:

D′ (t) = D′ (ti )·

t
t
D(ti )D(t) f (ti )f (t)
> (D(ti )+f (ti ))· =
+
= D(t)+f (t)
ti
ti
D(ti )
f (ti )

(5) We start with the inequality

Copt (t) ≤ D(t + Copt (t))
taken from (1). Using the linearity of

D(t)

we get that

D(t + Copt (t)) = D(ti )(t + Copt (t))/ti .
This implies that

Copt (t) ≤
sin e

ti ≥ c1 km2 > D(ti ).

D(ti )
t,
ti − D(ti )
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D(t)

(6) By the linearity of

and

f (t)

we have that

Copt′ (t) ≥ D′ (t) > D(t) + f (t) =

D(ti ) + 1 − vi2
· t.
ti
⊓
⊔

With these bounds we

an prove a lower bound on the approximation ratio

for the small expanding GGJ-instan es. To simplify the analysis later on, we
ompute the approximation ratio in terms of the arrival time. We assume that
the salesman visits his rst point of the instan e at time

t.

Lemma 8. It is NP-hard to nd a salesman path apx, for an expanding GGJinstan e, with
Tapx (t) ≤ (1 +

Proof.
and

1
)Topt (t).
ckm3

The following ratio measures the gap between the arrival times of

opt.

A

apx

ording to Lemma 7

Tapx (t)
Topt′ (t)
Copt′ (t) + t
≥
=
Topt (t)
Topt (t)
Copt (t) + t
≥
D(ti ) < 12m

and

quotient is at least

D(ti )+1−vi2
t+
ti
D(ti )
ti −D(ti ) t + t

t

≥1+

c1 km2 ≤ ti ≤ c2 km3 .

2D(ti )2
1 − vi2
−
ti
t2i

Expressed in terms of

k

m,

and

the

2m2
1
1 − vi2
Tapx (t)
−
>1+
>1+
3
Topt (t)
c2 km
(c1 km2 )2
ckm3
for su iently large

k,

and

c = 2c2 .

⊓
⊔

Let us return to the KTSP-instan e that

ontains the small expanding GGJ-

instan es. We assume that the salesman starts at the origin at time

t0 > 0 .

We

will prove that the KTSP-instan e is inapproximable using the inapproximability
result in Lemma 8 for the small expanding GGJ-instan es.
Consider a salesman tour
at a point

si

P

for the KTSP-instan e. A subpath of

and ending at the point

sj

is

alled an

are visited along the subpath. Edges that
are

Jij .

alled

leaps.

A leap that exits the

The shortest leap that

onne ts

j th

edge of P

P

starting

if no other points

onne t two dierent GGJ-instan es
GGJ-instan e on

ir le

Ci

with

ir le

ir le

Ci+1

Ci

is denoted

is the leap that

Ci with the
Ci+1 . This leap
will be denoted Ei (exterior leap exiting ir le Ci ); TEi (t) = KEi t, for some
KEi . We dene El as the leap between the furthest point on ir le Cl and the
onne ts the leftmost point of the topmost GGJ-instan e on

rightmost point of the

orresponding GGJ-instan e on

ir le

ir le

21

origin. The shortest leaps that
leaps that

onne t two GGJ-instan es on

onne t the leftmost point of a GGJ-instan e on

Ci are
Ci with

ir le
ir le

the
the

rightmost point of the next instan e to the left. These leaps are identi al in

Ii (interior leaps performed within
ir le Ci ); TIi (t) = KIi t for some onstant KIi . Let opti denote the optimal
salesman path in a small expanding GGJ-instan e on ir le Ci ; Topti (t) = Kopti t
for some onstant Kopti .

lengths, thus we

an denote these simply as

Lemma 9. The length of an optimal path
and the length of the leaps Ii and Ei are:

opti in an expanding GGJ-instan e

Copti (ti ) = Θ(m),

(7)

CIi (ti ) = Ω(m ), and CIi (ti ) = O(m ),
2

3

(8)

4

CEi (ti ) = Ω(m ).

Proof.

(7)

D(ti ) < D′ (ti ) < 2m,

Copt (ti ) < Copt′ (ti ) ≤
Now,

D(ti ) ≥ m

(9)

and sin e

therefore also

C

sin e there are

(ti )

is

we have that:

D′ (ti )ti
D′ (ti )2
= D′ (ti ) +
= O(m).
′
ti − D (ti )
ti − D′ (ti )
m

points in the instan e and the minimum

distan e between pairs of points is

opt′

ti ≥ c1 km2 ,

Θ(m).

1

We

at time

ti .

Copt (ti )
Copti (ti ) = Θ(m).

It follows that

on lude that

(8) The distan e, and thus the length of the traveling path, to the
instan e on the same
ti ≤ c2 km3 .

ir le is shown to be

(9) The length of any leap

J,

onne ting

and

losest GGJ-

Θ(ti /k) in Figure 11, and c1 km2 ≤

ir le

Ci

with another

ir le at time ti

is at least the minimum of

min



min



1≤j<i
and

i<j≤n
Inserting the bounds of

ti

vi − (1 + 2π/m2 k)vj
ti
1 + vj




vj − (1 + 2π/m2 k)vi
ti .
1 − vj

and

vi

and observing that
4
yields that the length of any su h leap is Ω(m ).

vj = (1 −

m2 j−i
vi
k )

Corollary 1. For su iently large m
KEi > KIi > Kopti .

Proof.

It follows from Lemma 9 and the denition of

Using this
tour.

orollary we give a tight bound on the

TP (t)

and

CP (t).

ost of an optimal salesman
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y
x

r = vi ti = Θ(ti )

r

2π/k

2

−1)
y ≈ x = 2r sin( 2π(m
)
2km2

⇒ y = Θ(ti /k).
2π
m2 k

2π(m2 −1)
m2 k

Fig. 11. Shortest distan e between two instan es at time ti .

Lemma 10. An optimal salesman tour, OP T , starting at the origin at time t0
is nished at time

TOP T (t0 ) = KE0


l 
Y
K Ei
(Kopti KIi )k
t0 ,
KIi
i=1

where E0 is the leap between the origin and the rst ir le.
Proof.

First of all let us only

onsider tours that visits the GGJ-instan es

oun-

ter lo kwise one at a time. The length of the shortest su h tour is equal to the
given bound. To prove that this is also a lower bound we do as follows.
Let
total

P

be any salesman tour of the KTSP-instan e. Let

ost spent in the

j th

GGJ-instan e on

ir le

Ci .

Ktspij

denote the

Be ause of the salesman

tour property we know that there must be at least one leap exiting ea h GGJ′
instan e and a leap J0 from the origin to the rst GGJ-instan e in the tour.
Thus we

an

TP (t0 ) = KJ0′
where

Hij

KJij

P as


Hij
l Y
k
Y
Y

Ktspij KJij 
K J h   t0 ,

hara terize the nishing time of

des ribes the



i=1 j=1

ost of exiting the

h=1

j th

GGJ-instan e on

is the number of extra leaps exiting this GGJ-instan e. The

extra leaps are des ribed by

K Jh .

ir le

Ci ,

and

ost of these
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Consider the total

ost asso iated to the

It follows from Corollary 1 that if

Ktspij KJij Kopti .

If

Hij = 0

then

j th

GGJ-instan e on ir leCi .
QHij
>
then Ktspij KJij
h=1 KJh

Hij > 0
Ktspij > Kopti ,

opti is the optimal

QHij
Ktspij KJij
h=1 KJh >
sin e

ir le Ci . In any ase
Kopti KJij .
KJij > KIi , sin e Ii is the shortest path between two GGJ-instan es. Thus,
Kopti KJij > Kopti KIi , and sin e at least one leap is exiting ea h ir le in P , a
lower bound on T (t0 ) is

 

l
k
Y
Y
KJi′
 t0 ,
Kopti KIi 
TP (t0 ) = KJ0′  
K
I
i
i=1 j=1
path inside a GGJ-instan e on

where

Ji′

is a leap exiting

must be taken

ir le

Ci .

This a tually proves that the GGJ-instan es

ir lewise. The question that remains is in what order the

ir les

are taken.
ost of the shortest path between the origin and ir le Cl is
KE0 KE1 · · · KEl−1 . Furthermore, the shortest path between the furthest
point on ir le Cl and the origin has the ost KEl . Now, any salesman path needs
Note that the

exa tly

to visit these points. It turns out that

KE0 KE1 · · · KEl ≥ KJ0′ KJ1′ · · · KJl′ .
P:

K Ei
(Kopti KIi )k
t0 .
KIi

We get the following lower bound on any salesman path

TP (t0 ) > KE0

l 
Y

i=1

⊓
⊔

Corollary 2. There exists no polynomial-time algorithm produ ing a tour APX

for our KTSP-instan e su h that, unless P=NP,
l 
Y
((1 +
TAP X (t0 ) < KE0
i=1

Proof.
We
that

K Ei
1
)Kopti KIi )k
ckm3
KIi

t0 .
⊓
⊔

It follows by Lemma 8 and the proof of Lemma 10.
an now

al ulate a lower bound on the approximation ratio, assuming

P 6= N P .

Proof.



(Theorem 4) We are a tually interested in the ratio

CAP X (t0 )
COP T (t0 ) but sin e

TAP X (t0 )
CAP X (t0 )
COP T (t0 ) > TOP T (t0 ) we might as well use the latter ratio. From Lemma 10 and
the resulting orollary we have that

TAP X (t0 )
≥
TOP T (t0 )

K E0



1
k KEi
)
K
t0
)K
((1
+
opti Ii
i=1
ckm3
KIi


Ql
K
KE0 i=1 (Kopti KIi )k KEI i t0

Ql

i
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= (1 +
γ = 3/a, and a
n = mkl = m2a+3 .
for

6

an be

1/2−γ
1 kl
)
) ∈ 2Ω(n
,
ckm3

hosen arbitrarily large. Remember that

⊓
⊔

Con lusions

We have investigated kineti

variants of TSP. Our major result proves an expo-

nential lower bound on the approximation fa tor for su h problems unless P=NP
even when the velo ities are bounded. Even so, we feel that the bound is
and

oarse

an probably be improved. Also, the question of good upper bounds on the

approximation ratio

omes to mind.

The use of the mapping
that

fv

des ribed in Se tion 3 is a tually a generi

an be used to solve a large

method

lass of tour problems when instan es perform

onstant translational movement in time.
The translational TSP PTAS that we present

an be used in an

O(1)-

approximation algorithm for KTSP, assuming that the number of dierent velo ities of the instan es is bounded by a
of the instan es

onstant and that the maximum velo ity

onsidered is bounded.
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